OSU cuts ribbon for LaunchPad Center for Advanced Air Mobility with Tulsa Innovation Labs and Osage Nation; Signs Space Act Agreement with NASA

Friday, Oklahoma State University and partners — including Tulsa Innovation Labs and the Osage Nation — celebrated a ribbon-cutting at the LaunchPad Center for Advanced Air Mobility at OSU-Tulsa’s Helmerich Research Center (HRC).

OSU’s Fire Service Training holding the 2023 Oklahoma Swiftwater Conference and Competition

Swiftwater rescue is one of the most dynamic, challenging and common rescues a first responder may face. All water rescue incidents are dynamic and require rapid and effective decision making to perform a successful and safe rescue. Situational awareness is critical during water rescue incidents to ensure safety for the victim(s) and for the rescuers.
OSU students attend refrigeration and compressor conference in Germany for exchange program

Dr. Craig Bradshaw, director of the Center for Integrated Building Systems, traveled with students from Oklahoma State University and Purdue University’s Herrick Laboratories to Germany this summer as part of an exchange course called the International Refrigeration and Compressor Course (IRCC).

Staff highlight: Dr. Brad Rowland traveled to Universidad Popular Autónoma del Estado de Puebla in Mexico to teach

Dr. Brad Rowland, clinical assistant professor and ENDEAVOR manager of operations traveled to UPAEP to teach labs for Fluids, Strengths and Heat Transfer based on ENDEAVOR instruction as part of a program that OSU offers to UPAEP students.